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at a different distance from your camera, you will end up with two completely
different depth values; with one of them in front of the other. So, which is which?
Flickr user monstermarsh has some helpful diagrams that may help you choose

which shot to keep, and which to discard. The images were shot with a Nikon D3S
and Tamron AF 14-24mm f/2.8 XR Di VC lens. Canon G1X vs. Pentax K-3 Our lab
tests comparing the two cameras continue! Over the last couple of days, we’ve

been comparing the new Canon G1X with the Pentax K-3 and have some thoughts
on which is the right choice for camera photographers. Both cameras are made of

magnesium alloy, are light at 6.4 ounces, have 12.2 megapixels, and offer
relatively fast write speeds of 8.4 and 8.4 MB/s, respectively. Despite those
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DxOMark image quality scores. The Canon G1X offers significantly better scores
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build quality, lens, or dynamic range. Pentax’s flagship offer is still the Pentax K
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